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Own the Mojo
By Alan B. Lazowski (Chairman & Chief Executive Officer)
Dear LAZ Family,
Welcome to the new year and our first edition of LAZ
Connected in 2018. If you’ve ever been around me,
you know that one of my favorite sayings is “where’s
the love?” and, after recently attending the LAZ
Family Reunion in San Diego, I can tell you that the
love is not only alive and well, it’s all over LAZ Nation.
I can’t begin to describe how energized and excited
I get from spending time with LAZ Family members!
My only regret is that we can’t have every single one
of you join us when we get together. Even though it’s
not realistic, I wish it was!
As you can see from our cover page, our company
theme for 2018 is “Own the Mojo.” While the accompanying article in this magazine
will explain what that means in more detail, I want you to know what the LAZ mojo
means to me. More than anything else, it represents the culture of LAZ and our
“people-first” approach to business. It’s showing up and giving employees and
clients a big LAZ hug. It’s believing in people and watching them achieve more than
they ever dreamed of. For me, supporting one another during challenging times is a
gift we give others – it’s “The LAZ Way.” And, finally, to me, it’s showing up as a caring
friend when someone you know needs a helping hand.
You can call it whatever you want – culture, mojo, LAZ love or the spirit of LAZ –
but what it all comes down to is that feeling we all get when we are together and
supporting one another like a family. When my two best friends and I started parking
cars over 35 years ago, we never dreamed it would turn out to be such an amazing
company with close to 11,000 employees. We never imagined that we would
be helping so many people and creating thousands of opportunities . We never
imagined that a company could make such a difference in so many people’s lives.
Whether it’s hiring someone for a job, promoting someone, volunteering time to help
someone or raising money for charity, I really do believe that together we are truly
making a positive difference each and every year. And, together we can create new
opportunities for hundreds (if not thousands) of LAZ Family members who believe
that anything is possible.
So, please join me by owning the mojo and making 2018 one of our best years ever!
Big Hugs,

Al Laz

On the Cover:
2018 LAZ Family Reunion
La Jolla, CA
An important way we demonstrate
our
commitment
towards
executing the LAZ mojo is through
charity and, as part of our 2018 LAZ
Family Reunion in San Diego, CA,
leaders from around LAZ Nation,
along with help from sponsor
and vendor partners, participated
in a team-building activity that
had a charitable outcome. For
two hours, more than 125 people
competed in various activities,
games and puzzles that promoted
learning about one another,
working together and respecting
differences. “Prizes” for the games
were tools (like screwdrivers and
such!) that, ultimately, were used
by the teams to build 17 children’s
bicycles. Working together and
learning about each other was
terrific, but that wasn’t even close
to the best part! When the children
from a local charity, Centro
Cristiano Amigos of San Diego,
arrived with their parents toward
the end of the event, the whole
group was shocked! We knew
that we were building bicycles for
charity, but to actually get to meet
the families who were receiving
them was amazing. The kids were
completely in awe of the bicycles in
front of them and there wasn’t a dry
eye in the house. Experiencing the
surprise and delight on the faces
of children who had never before
owned a bicycle was a gift – now
THAT’S our LAZ mojo in action!
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Indigo’s Best of
2017 and Beyond!
Innovatio
By Wilfried Thierry (Managing Director - North American & UK, Indigo)

By Taylor Evans (Marketing
2017 has been another very successful year for Indigo and has further
proven that “making space for the future” are words in action! Throughout
the year we have been developing new mobility services, increasing our
market share, expanding in new markets and new segments and onboarding new employees to deliver our growth and consolidating our core
business, all while keeping our own identity and philosophy and living our
core values. As you will see, the Indigo “mojo” has never been more alive
and we’re very much looking forward to keeping this momentum going in
2018.

INDIGO® Weel – Shared Mobility Service
With a focus on making people’s lives
and daily commutes easier and simpler,
Indigo has developed a new free-floating
bike-sharing service, INDIGO® Weel. While
similar to others you may have seen in
some US cities (Ofo, Mobike, Limebike,
etc.), INDIGO® Weel brings many new
developments to bike-sharing, such as no personal locker
and no station – just freedom! INDIGO® Weel riders can
cycle around freely and pick-up and drop-off almost
anywhere they want within the defined city boundaries.
INDIGO® Weel was officially launched in December at
a press conference in Metz, France featuring test drives
and games for users. In the first week, there were 800
downloads and 100 bikes deployed. As of now, 500 bikes
are available in Metz. The initial rollout will focus on France,
then worldwide! As a shared mobility service provider,
INDIGO® Weel’s vision is to become a leader not only in
bike-sharing, but also in other ride-sharing “Weels” such
as electric scooters, electric cars and maybe even drones!
Who knows where the community of “Weelers” and the
“Weel” mojo will take us!
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Digital, at the Core of Our Strategy
Just as INDIGO® Weel provides a seamless experience
for its users, OPnGO (Indigo sister company 100% owned
by the same shareholders) brings a similar simplicity to
parking with a fully digital experience. The OPnGO app
allows users to locate convenient on- or off-street parking,
start and stop an on-demand parking session, book parking
in advance and make payments. No need for tickets or
cash – gates automatically open when entering the facility,
thanks to license plate recognition or QR code technology,
and payments are automatically deducted from the credit
card stored in the user’s profile. Launched in 2015, OPnGO
services are available in more than 650 off-street parking
facilities in France, Belgium, Spain and Brazil. OPnGO is
also available for digital payment in on-street and non-gated
facilities and is currently available in 90 cities in France and
90 more internationally, including some in the US under the
MobileNOW brand. Complementing the OPnGO service and
broadening Indigo’s strategy to fully digitalize the parking
experience, Indigo has launched new BtoC websites and a
smartphone app in nine countries throughout Europe and
Canada. With a harmonized and elegant design, it allows
BtoC customers to buy parking, secure monthly permits

on

g Coordinator)

and manage their account online.
The results are very encouraging,
with great positive feedback from
both customers and clients. 2018 will be focused
on the continued deployment of these digital
services to even more locations and users.
Streeteo – Municipal Parking Enforcement
Following many other European countries, a
change in French law went into effect in 2018
allowing municipalities to become autonomous
in the management of their on-street parking
and, more importantly for Indigo, allowing them
to delegate enforcement services to private
companies (vs. local police). This has unlocked
a whole new market for Indigo, right in its home
country! As a result, Indigo has created a specific
entity named Streeteo. Streeteo has already won
multiple contracts, with the most prestigious
being the city of Paris (14 districts, 97,000 onstreet spaces). For this contract alone, Streeteo
has hired more than 200 new employees in
the final weeks of 2017 to manage our new
enforcement services, including the provision of
license plate recognition vehicles to identify noncompliant payments.
Sustained International Growth
2017 was another record year in terms of
development in a number of countries. Such
sustained growth is a testament to the superior
quality of our operations and leadership around the
world. For example, Indigo Brazil has become the
first parking operator for shopping centers in that
country, with one of the most significant locations
being Shopping Metrópole Ananindeua in the city
of Belém, with 2,500 spaces and approximately
50 new employees. In Canada, our WestPark JV

in British Colombia has officially
passed the 200 locations mark
and achieved some remarkable
successes, such as the Parq project (two five-star
hotels and a casino in downtown Vancouver) and
the opening of a new market on Victoria Island.
We also celebrated new acquisitions in Spain and
Belgium, like the San Ignacio garage in Saragossa
and the acquisition of a location near the Brussels
Zuid train station. As most of you already know,
it has also been a record year for LAZ, with 460
new locations, 15 new cities and one new state.
What a fantastic way to celebrate the 10-year
anniversary of the LAZ-Indigo partnership! Thank
you all, together we can say that we’re the best
parking company in the world!!
Recognizing Members of the Indigo Family
As always, our accomplishments in 2017 would
not have been possible without the dedication and
hard work of our approximately 20,000 employees
across the globe. We are very proud of all of them,
which is why we decided to recognize them by
launching our “Indigo portraits” initiative. We have
hired the best photographers to make black and
white portraits of Indigo employees in their dayto-day work environments. A selection of these
portraits have been compiled in a book that was
released at the Indigo New Year ceremony in Paris.
This book will be offered to our existing clients
as well as prospective ones, in order to illustrate
Indigo’s wealth of professionalism all around the
world. I want to take this opportunity to thank all
the LAZ family members for your outstanding
contribution and the many successes achieved
over the past year across the whole LAZ nation,
and I wish you and your families all the very best
for 2018!
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The LAZ Mojo is
Alive and Well
Andy Cushman
(General Manager)

hen I heard the company theme for
2018 – “Own the Mojo” – I took a
moment to reflect on what it meant
and how I could turn these words into action
throughout the year. After thinking about it
for a while, I realized that I didn’t need to do
much – LAZ already has plenty of mojo!
A recent new hire orientation really showed
me that the LAZ mojo is alive and well. It
got me thinking about my own orientation,
way back in 1998. As a new hire at Sunset
Parking in San Diego, I could tell there was
something special as soon as I walked
through the door. It had nothing to do with
the room, snacks or catchy graphics – this
was back when Sunset was still being run
out of a converted apartment building.
There was no fancy art, no large screen and
the PowerPoint presentation was simple
and consisted only of Michael Harth’s early
employees. Even so, I could just tell when I
walked into that room and met Julie Lucier
that this was going to be a great place to
work.
So much has changed since that time –
the merger with LAZ Parking, incredible
growth, the addition of many new states,
the acquisition of other parking companies,
new policies and new technology. The new
hire orientations have also changed over
the years to cover new regulations, revised
safety/security concerns, new market
segments and much more. With all of that
being said, I feel there is one major piece
that has remained the same – when a
new hire comes in on his/her first day and
experiences the LAZ mojo for the first time,
s/he knows that s/he is not only joining a
great company, but also a family.
Recently, I was lucky enough to be a part
of two new hire orientations. We were
onboarding Banner Health in Arizona, so
I flew out early to support the local LAZ
HealthCare Services team. While there, I
could feel the LAZ mojo eminating from
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Kevin Neely, our new Banner Parking opportunity for professional growth and I am
Manager. His passion for working for LAZ is looking forward to seeing where I go with the
infectious and you could see it spreading to help of my amazing manager.”
each person in the room. At the end of each
session, I took some time to speak with the Andrew Rain explained, “I like this job better
new hires and what I heard reminded me of than my last one. I wanted to start running,
why I love working for LAZ. I had employees so this job was perfect for that and the tips
express to me how excited they were to start are great! I got a call from my last employer
working for LAZ and
asking me to come back
how this orientation was
and I turned them down
not like any they had
to work for LAZ. I can
experienced before. One
work year-round here
that stood out was Frank
and couldn’t see myself
His passion for working
Wallace, who told me, “I
moving up at my last job.
for LAZ was infectious
noticed an amazing team
At LAZ, I can definitely
feeling that I’ve never
see an opportunity to
and you could see it
experienced before. The
move up, better myself
spreading to each person
ability to work with great,
and provide for my
in the room.
team-oriented people is
family.”
extremely refreshing. At
LAZ, I believe I will be given opportunities to LAZ is all about creating opportunities for
grow and succeed.”
our employees and that starts as soon as
they walk through the door. It makes me so
When I asked Desiree Torres if she felt the proud to be a part of a company that makes
same, this is what she had to say, “I have its new employees feel like members of the
never seen such a hands-on, team-driven, LAZ family starting on DAY ONE! To me, that
goal-oriented company. LAZ offers so much is what the LAZ mojo is all about.

The Claim Game
By Henry Pierz (VP, Treasury & Risk Management)
s part of our strong commitment to
people, safety is always one of our
top priorities! Keeping our employees,
clients and customers safe is something we
are ALL responsible for doing at work every
day. If you explore the LAZ Nation Online
Tribe, you’ll see some amazing stories from
employees around our company who are
protecting people (and cars!) from damage.
Here are some highlights of recent posts
(#safety):
•

•

•

Kyle Retter in Los Angeles posted
pictures from quarterly leadership
meetings during which they focused on
various ways to stay safe and reduce
the frequency of claims
Morgan Van Liew in Dallas posted
pictures RAVEing his team at Republic
Center for going 100 days consecutively
without claims
Wendy Sternburg from Massachusetts

•

shared a best practice about being
cautious when opening car doors into
oncoming traffic
Karen Amaral from Massachusetts
shared a poem about keeping things
safe at a new location

When we share best practices, we learn from
each other and can all work toward a safer
work environment. Kyle, Morgan, Wendy
and Karen – thanks for sharing your safety
MOJO!
Proactively maintaining a safe work
environment is also an important way that
we control the cost of claims. Each year, we
conduct an insurance RFP to secure the best
coverage with the lowest deductibles and
best premium cost. Not only does our effort
related to safety keep our people safe, but
also it helps control our cost of coverage as
we continue to grow.
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wn the Mojo!
By Kevin Dowling-Logue

Within a week I had traded my
car in for a Signature Series
Lincoln Town Car and was a
partner in a limousine business,
with the added bonus of
running a restaurant
valet parking
company with 13
locations.
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his year’s theme is “Own the Mojo”. So, we
decided to ask two of our most respected
leaders, Robert DeBurro and Andrew Tuchler,
what owning the mojo means to them. Robert
joined LAZ in 1985 as the first GM in Boston
before taking LAZ down south to service the
hospitality industry in Atlanta. Andrew came
to LAZ in 2009 after Ultimate Parking, the
company he founded in 1989, merged with
LAZ. Together, they developed LAZ Ultimate Hospitality into the
exceptionally successful division it is today. Here’s what they
had to say about the importance of real friendship in business
and how they own the mojo on a daily basis:
KDL: How did you begin your career at LAZ?
AT: In 1987, I started as a valet parker at Cherrystones on the
Waterfront. I loved working that location by myself because
I could park 70 cars on my own. At the time, we charged $8
per car and I could walk out with $150 in tips. That was great
college money for 1987.
RD: In 1985, fresh out of BU, I answered an ad in the Boston
Phoenix for a “fast-growing” transportation company, Madison
Avenue Limousine and LAZ Parking. I met one of the owners,
who wasn’t much older than me, in a dingy office that was
stacked with papers and located inside of a garage. Within a
week I had traded my car in for a Signature Series Lincoln Town
Car and was a partner in a limousine business, with the added
bonus of running a restaurant valet parking company with 13
locations.
KDL: LAZ was founded by three lifelong friends. The two of you
have been friends for over 25 years, as both co-workers and
competitors. Is there a secret to maintaining that friendship in
a competitive environment you can share?
AT/RD: We always had a mutual respect for one another, and
our friendship superseded the day-to-day competitive nature of
the business we were in. We established our relationship when
we were young; we’ve always spoken our minds and listened
to each other; we understand that we complement each other
with different strengths, and our collaborations and faith in each
other are the foundations of our success.

KDL: How do you think these friendships influence the LAZ
culture in general?
AT/RD: The trust and support that we all have for each other
have translated into our culture – it is the foundation of “The LAZ
Way”. Each of the partners have essentially grown up together,
learned from each other, supported each other in good times
and bad times and, most importantly, shared trust, honesty
and respect with each other. In most cases, we have all been
together longer than we have been married. It’s a testament to
our belief in family, friendship and commitment.
KDL: What operation has been your biggest personal WIN and
why?
AT: During my time with LAZ, my biggest win has been the W
Hotel - Los Angeles. It was our first hotel in the city, creating
an opportunity for my brother-in-arms John Svendblad, and
was the foundation of the fastest-growing and now largest
hospitality region in the country.
RD: In 1992, I had the opportunity to pioneer the first expansion
of our company outside of Hartford and Boston with an
opportunity in Atlanta, GA called the Swissotel. I had never been
to Atlanta; I didn’t visit the city beforehand and I didn’t know
anyone. I packed up my Blue Ford Thunderbird and drove to
Atlanta to open the first luxury hotel for LAZ. From Atlanta, we
planted flags in Florida, North Carolina and Texas.
KDL: As a leader, how do you “Own the Mojo” in your daily
routine? In what ways can new and existing LAZ employees
“Own the Mojo” in 2018?
AT/RD: The mission, values and practices of our company are
not just a board on a wall. They represent the way we each live
every day, in every way and every part of our life. Owning the
mojo is living every day with the spirit of partnership and trust in
everything you do – whether with clients, guests, each other or
even a stranger you bump into.
Q: You are stuck on a deserted island – what are the three
things you wish you had with you and why?
AT: My wife and children and my and my son’s golf clubs – I
think it’s self-explanatory.
RD: My family, my Spotify with a kick-ass sound system and
lots of pillows.
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How to Develop Your People with
The LAZ Way in Mind
By Brenda Garcia (Talent Development Manager)
ur mission statement
says
it
all
“Create
opportunities
for our employees and
value for our clients.”
As leaders, we are here
to create opportunities
for our employees.
In order to create
opportunities for our employees, we
must develop them. While most of us
acknowledge that developing our team
is an important part of the job, we often
lack the time to do it. Below are tips for
how to accomplish this goal with the
time you DO have.
Know your people: Understand people’s
needs - what motivates the people on
your team? What kind of work do they want
to do? What are their career goals? An easy
way to get to know your people is by having
regular meetings. Schedule 15-minute
blocks of time to have conversations
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with everyone on your team. During these
meetings, it will be quality over quantity, so
make sure to eliminate any distractions by
shutting off cell phones.

Leverage “problems” as
training opportunities as
these are perfect times for
coaching conversations.

Identify training needs: Once you know
what people want to do, you can identify
their training needs. About 80% of
learning happens through experience,
such as doing day-to-day tasks. The
other 20% happens through coaching
and training courses. It’s important
to give people the opportunity to use
the skills they need to develop, which
means you have to delegate. Leverage
“problems” as training opportunities as
these are perfect times for coaching
conversations.
Ask for help: Developing people is everyone’s
job and you don’t need to do it alone. Take
advantage of the resources available to
you, like LAZ University and your local HR
Business Partner.

New Year,
New Us!
Marissa Souza
(Talent Acquisition Manager)

e have lots of new and exciting
things happening in 2018 related to
attracting and onboarding the very
best talent. From the New Hire Concierge
Desk and new Applicant Tracking System,
to the revamp of our careers website, we are
taking full advantage of our “Own the Mojo”
theme.
New Hire Concierge Desk (NHCD): In a
talent market that is more competitive than
ever, first impressions are paramount. That’s
why we rolled out a new and improved
onboarding process, so our regional HR
teams can hire more people, faster. Now,

our recruiters can focus on finding the very
best people while ensuring the very best
onboarding process with the support of the
Home Office Hiring Coordinator team. Since
we launched the NHCD, we have increased
our new hire satisfaction ratings related to
the hiring process by more than 10%. And, by
centralizing our onboarding process, we’re
projecting a $60K savings for 2018!
Jobvite, Applicant Tracking System (ATS):
We knew it was time to upgrade to a system
that could handle our hiring average (about
8,000 people per year!). So, as of March
2018, everyone will have the opportunity to

use Jobvite, our new ATS, in some
capacity, every day. What does this
mean for you? We will be automating
both the requisition approval and the
referral bonus processes, as well as
streamlining the application and hiring
process – that means time saved and
more people hired, quickly! Our best
source of talent is employee referrals,
so this is going to make it easier for
everyone to show their friends and
families how amazing it is to work for
a company that does so much more
than park cars!
New Careers Website: Top talent is
online looking at companies they want
to join, which is why we wanted to give
our careers website a facelift. We
aren’t just talking about new pictures
and words – this is a completely
new site with so much to explore.
Not only will candidates experience
a seamless application process, but
they can deep-dive into our company
culture as well. Candidates can view
photos, read testimonials, watch LAZ
videos and read the LAZ story all in
one place. If they still aren’t sold, they
can learn about company perks, The
LAZ Way, our core values and more!
We couldn’t be more excited to “Own
the Mojo” in 2018 and we’re even
more excited for all of you to see the
changes and upgrades!
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...when you meet someone:
1) smile, 2) look them in
the eye and 3) give a firm
handshake. The rest is easy!

t LAZ, our clients and employees are always
the top priority. Alex DiBenedetto, General
Manager in Nashville, TN, recently sat down
with our client Ira Bergstein, National Director
of Leasing at Alliance Partners HSP, to discuss
their partnership and the value LAZ brings to his
locations. Ira oversees multiple locations for
Alliance in cities around the country, including
Nashville, one of LAZ’s most exciting new
territories. See what Ira had to say about the unique partnership he
has with LAZ, as well as his love for the city of Nashville.

Client Q+A
with Ira
Bergstein
By Alex DiBenedetto (General Manager)

Above:
Ira Bergstein,
National Director
of Leasing — Alliance
Partners HSP
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Q: How did you get into Real Estate?
A: I left Arthur Andersen after two years to join a plumbing / heating
/ electrical contracting firm in New Jersey as the CFO. I learned so
much from Don (the owner) about business, such as “Ira – you are
one of two things in business: either you are revenue-producing or
you are overhead.” Once, I commented about how dirty his brand-new
car got and he said, “Ira, mud bought this Cadillac.” I spent ten years
there (we barely survived the savings and loan crisis of 1989, which
destroyed the real estate industry) and since have held numerous
positions in real estate companies, ending up here at Alliance six
years ago. Now, I am the head of leasing for Alliance. The division I
run owns eight office buildings in five cities, with almost four million
square feet, 450 tenants and parking garages for almost 2,000 cars.
My portfolio is currently 92% leased.
Q: What items do you look for when selecting a partner like LAZ?
A: Hard work, hustle and responsiveness.
Q: What made you pick (and continues to drive you) to work with
LAZ?
A: Alex DiBenedetto was the new guy in Nashville. We took a flyer
with him and never regretted it for one second. His team is always
available to answer questions or guide us, even in places where we
are not yet working with them...and the occasional hug doesn’t hurt
either!
Q: What do you love about Nashville, TN?
A: The people. I have an apartment in the city and am there twice
a month. The town has grown and grown, but the locals are so
appreciative of what they have. We take 15 local brokers skiing each
year and it is my favorite three days of the year. We ski hard and
laugh harder. I have been to their homes for dinner and have met
their wives and children — they are like family.

Q: What advice would you give yourself
if you could go back to when you were in
college trying to find your way?
A: Always be on the revenue side
of business; those who create
revenue make more money than
those on the overhead side of
business.
Q: What are your hobbies?
A: I live in Florida and travel a lot. I
love to play tennis, both singles and
doubles. I golf, but only nine holes
in the late afternoon. Eighteen is
dumb — a waste of two hours. I
read a book a week (both fiction
and non-fiction) and am old school
and get them from my local library!
My wife and I also like to go to the
movies on a Saturday afternoon.
Q: What do you look for in a
vendor?
A: We are all vendors and customers every
day of our lives. We need to recognize that
and understand which one we are at all
times. When I am at the dry cleaner, I am
the customer. When I am leasing space, I
am the vendor. The customer is always right
and gets treated like royalty. It is so much
easier to keep an existing customer than to
get a new one. The vendor should be treated
with respect, but is slightly disadvantaged
and has to work for the sale. At Alliance, we
let our customers know that we are really
copier salesmen, our product just happens
to be space in a building. “Do you need a
bigger copier or a smaller one? More toner?
Paper? Longer term? How can we help you?”
Q: What are your favorite sports teams?
A: I was born in New Jersey, just outside
New York City — my teams were the Jets,
Mets, Knicks and Rangers. I have pretty
much lost interest in professional sports.
My favorite sporting event is the NCAA
March Madness — two best sports-viewing
weeks of the year.

production company. The movie has had
numerous unsuccessful attempts at being
made. I guess it was a good thing I didn’t get
the job!
Q: What is the #1 challenge you face in your
company or industry?
A: Judging the tenant and underwriting the
risk. Landlords don’t make money on space
for the first two or three years (we pay for the
improvements to the space and the brokers
get paid up front), so it is very important to
make sure that the tenant will be there for
the term of the lease or that there is ample
financial security to protect our owners.
Q: What are the top three reasons
or attributes that have enabled your
success?
A: My dad taught me and I taught my
kids – when you meet someone: 1) smile,
2) look them in the eye and 3) give a firm
handshake. The rest is easy! I hope my two
daughters (25 and 22) will teach that to
their children too (no rush to have them
girls, take your time!).
Q: Why do you do what you do?
A: I love to work; I always have. I
had paper routes, worked at a
dry cleaner and a newspaper/
candy store, worked as a
bank teller and a busboy
and pumped gas all before
the age of 18. In college,
I sold subs in the river
dorms at Rutgers at
night for beer money
and sold slippers
at a flea market
on weekends for
no money. Work
is fun; meeting
new
people
and
learning
about them and
making friends
is great.

Q: As a child, what did you want to be when
you grew up?
A: One of my dad’s friends was an
accountant who eventually became head
of a movie studio. I wanted to get into the
movie business. After college, I traced
the movie rights to a book called
“A Confederacy of Dunces”
and tried to get a
job with
t h a t
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ate last year, Todd Rosen
and I were checking in
with management at their
locations. When we visited
the Hyatt, we met with our
facility manager, Dominique
Burch, and saw that he was
organizing money. I asked
if he was handling deposits
from the night before, but he told us that
he and his team were raising money to help
cover bus fare for Devon Elliot, one of their
valets who had lost his uncle unexpectedly
and had no way of returning home for the
funeral of the man who had been a father
figure to him.
I was blown away by the love Dominique and
his team had shown and could not be more
proud of such a selfless, generous deed.
Dominique had no intention of bringing this
to our attention to receive recognition and
his team acted with no motivation other
than helping a LAZ family member in a time
of need. If we had not walked into the office
when we did, we probably would have never
known what transpired that day. Dominique
had been with LAZ for a year and a half, but
had only been the manager at this location
for about seven months when this took
place. Nevertheless, he was able to turn this
group of people –
complete strangers
before they joined
his operation at
the Hyatt – into
not only a team,
but a caring and
supportive family.
Dominique and
his team were
owning the mojo
before any of us had
ever used the word
“mojo” at work!
Todd and I contributed to the fundraiser
to ensure that there was enough to
cover Devon’s bus fare, but we were
on our way to another meeting and
had to cut the conversation short.
I’ve been with LAZ for over five
years and have heard stories about
the awesome things LAZ does for its
family members. As I left that day, I thought
that I had just seen the “LAZ love” in full
effect, but I was way off. As I was walking
back to my car to go to our next meeting, I
noticed that Todd wasn’t with me. He was
having a side conversation with Dominique.
When he finally got into the car he told me
to make sure that we got all of Devon’s
information so we could schedule his flight.
His flight? I thought we were raising money
for his bus fare? The side conversation I had
witnessed was Todd telling Dominque that
LAZ was going to pay for Devon’s flight. I had
never experienced anything like this in my
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The
Meaning
of
Mojo
By Chris Apathy (General Manager)
life. It was the kind of story I usually only see
on ESPN. We booked the flights and that was
it. Thanks to the selflessness of Dominique,
his team, Todd and the LAZ mojo, Devon was
able to fly to St. Louis and be with his family
when they needed him most.
I had nothing to do with making this happen,
but seeing Devon’s response was the
single most rewarding experience of my
professional career. If you’re reading this
story, you’ve probably given (and received)
your fair share of “LAZ hugs” and I’m no
different. However, when I saw Devon
after he heard the news, it was the
first time I really FELT a LAZ hug. His
thankfulness for the generosity
and thoughtfulness of his
co-workers and his genuine
gratitude meant everything to
me. Unfortunately, losses like this happen all
too often, but the typical corporate response
is a condolence card or maybe a floral
arrangement at best. Dominique and Todd
took it to the next level to ensure Devon could
spend as much time as possible with his
loved ones, attend
his uncle’s
funeral and pay
h i s
respects. If that
isn’t a
perfect example
of owning the
mojo, then I honestly
don’t know what is.

Left to Right:
Russell Harms, Brett
Loeffler, James Hughes,
Zach Eggman, Jason Groen,
Morgan Van Liew, Corny
Thompson & Kynn Knight

What Sets Us Apart?
By Jason Groen (Vice President - Business Development)

What sets you apart from your
competition?”
From
formal
presentations to informal meetings,
this question always comes up. It is an
important question, but as a LAZ team
member, it is easily answered. Many say
it’s the level of leadership, quality customer
service or back office support. However,
I’ve asked myself this question many times
in my 20+ years at this company and my
answer remains the same: it’s our culture.
We see examples all around us, whether it
be Al Lazowski being our mentor when we
take on a new role or attending a LAZ Family
wedding. We come together, not just as coworkers, but also as a family, and we do
so more than any other organization. Our
sense of family is our most recognized trait
and it plays a huge role in our success as a
company.

When you care about your team like family,
it’s only natural to cultivate the same types
of relationships with your clients. Bringing
that family feel to our client relationships
is not something you’ll read about in the
LAZ Handbook, but is something that is
engrained in our culture, resulting in the
best possible care for our clients. It means
making sure that our clients’ parking
operations are successful and genuinely
caring about them on a personal level. When
babies are born, we share in the happiness
and make sure new moms and dads have
the essentials, such as diapers, wipes, and if
appropriate, a good bourbon! When disaster
strikes, the LAZ Family is ready to lend a
hand. Family looks out for one another and
the LAZ Family is no different!
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